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are. .1. Field of the Invention This invention relates to an apparatus
and method for removing interior trim panels which have been
applied to new automobiles and is designed to remove a portion of
the front and rear trim panels in a single action. 2. Description of
Prior Art A process for producing an automobile from a body, or
unibody, having a pre-fitted trim panel assembly is well known in the
art. In the pre-fitted trim panel assembly, a front trim panel is fitted
at the front portion of the body prior to painting and primer spraying
of the body. A seal, which supports an inner structure of the pre-
fitted trim panel, is also applied to the pre-fitted trim panel. Thus, the
finished appearance of the pre-fitted trim panel is guaranteed by the
seal being attached to the body. In the automotive industry,
automobiles are produced with a variety of wheelbases which may
vary between brands or model years. Thus, as the wheelbases of the
automobiles are changed, it is necessary to remove any trim panels
which are mounted to the bodies of such automobiles. As a result,
those trim panels are removed, re-fitted into different wheelbase
automobiles, and then reinstalled onto the automobiles. Trim panel
remover apparatuses are known in the prior art. In general, trim panel
remover apparatuses are intended to remove trim panels in a single
action. One example of an existing trim panel remover apparatus
comprises a first member having a pair of spaced hook members, a
second member having a pair of spaced hook members engaged with
the pair of spaced hook members of the first member, and a third
member having a pair of spaced hook members engaged with the pair
of spaced hook members of the second member. The hook members
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of the third member have a larger diameter than the hook members
of the first and second members, thereby providing a force
component to assist in separating a trim panel from the seal. The
prior art trim panel remover apparatus suffers from a disadvantage in
that the trim panel remover apparatus is time consuming to use in that
it requires a two-step process, wherein the first member and the
second member are f678ea9f9e
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